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Unstable emotions, particularly anger, have been identified as significant
contributors to traffic accidents. To address this issue, driver emotion
recognition emerges as a promising solution within the realm of cyber-
physical-social systems (CPSS). In this paper, we introduce SVGG, an emotion
recognition model that leverages the attention mechanism. We validate our
approach through comprehensive experiments on two distinct datasets,
assessing the model’s performance using a range of evaluation metrics. The
results suggest that the proposed model exhibits improved performance across
both datasets.
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1 Introduction

The driver emotion recognition has garnered substantial scholarly attention as a
consequential application within cyber-physical-social systems. A driver emotion
recognition system is structured into three pivotal layers: perception, cognition and
decision, and interaction [1]. Within this framework, perception involves the
deployment of sensors in the cockpit to meticulously acquire data pertaining to the
driver’s emotional state. Cognition and decision denote the integration of emotion
recognition models with real-time data to analyze the driver’s emotions. The interaction
layer includes a vehicle warning system to detect and alert on the driver’s emotional
instability or fatigue. This paper endeavors to explore an approach to driver emotion
recognition with a specific focus on the cognitive and decision layers. The emphasis lies in
the sophisticated integration of emotion recognition models with dynamic data streams,
facilitating a nuanced real-time analysis of the driver’s emotional states.

A number of methods for driver emotion recognition by facial expression have emerged
due to the low price of vision sensors and their easy installation and realization in the
driving environment [2]. After acquiring the data, it is also critical to extract the emotional
characteristics from the data. The attention mechanism [3] in deep learning is a way to
mimic human vision, allowing neural networks to focus more on top of important
information and improve the effectiveness of their models. Jiyong Xue proposed a deep
convolutional model based on multi-head self-attention that fuses utterance-level acoustic
features and frame-level acoustic features [4]. Wei Tao proposes an attention-based
convolutional recurrent neural network (ACRNN) which extracted more discriminative
features in EEG (electroencephalogram) signals through the attention mechanism [5].
These methods have yielded excellent results.
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In the field of emotion recognition, researchers often choose the
emotion model (sad, happy, fear, disgust, surprise, and angry)
proposed by Ekman [6] as the starting point of research. From
the perspective of preventing traffic accidents, some emotions are
somewhat redundant. Including an excessive variety of emotions as
the subject of study amplifies model redundancy and diminishes the
recognition rate. Therefore, it is necessary to consider several
emotions that are most relevant to drivers for the study.
Research with drivers of varying ages has found that anger is
associated with speeding, fear with stronger braking, lower
speeds, and poorer lateral vehicle control [7]. Additionally, anger
and happiness were found to be associated with more driving errors
than fear or a neutral emotional state [8]. Henceforth, within this
dissertation, we elect to investigate the emotional domains of
happiness, anger, fear, and sadness as our primary research
subjects. Employing the attention convolutional network, our
objective is to discern and analyze drivers’ facial expressions with
precision and relevance.

2 Related work

2.1 Contact method and contactlessmethod

According to the different information obtained, the types of
driver emotion recognition can be divided into two types: contact
method and contactless method [9]. The contact method uses
special equipment to measure the drivers’ physiological signals
[10, 11], such as body temperature [12], electrocardiographic
signals [13], skin electrical signal [14] et al. While the contactless
method analyzes the drivers facial [15, 16] or voice information [17]
through cameras or microphones. Using the contact method for
emotion recognition has high accuracy and high real-time
performance. However, the effect in actual use is often not
satisfactory. This is not only because the drivers’ physiological
signals are inconvenient to obtain and the identification device is
difficult to wear, but also because the device will cause psychological
stress to the driver, which makes it impossible for drivers to drive
vehicles in a relaxed environment [18].

Within the realm of contactless methods investigations, facial
expressions predominantly serve as indicators of the driver’s
emotional state [19]. Through the scrutiny of the driver’s facial
image information, it becomes feasible to intuitively ascertain the
driver’s ongoing emotional state. Employing this methodology not
only avoids causing any disturbance to the driver but also enables
the continuous monitoring of the driver.

2.2 Face emotion recognition

Miyajia [20] uses Kohonen neural network as a classification
algorithm to recognize the drivers’ facial emotion and proposes an
early warning method of the driver’s angry state. However, the KNN
solely concentrates on the emotion of anger and overlooks other
emotions in drivers that might possibly lead to a collision.
Alessandro [21] used the VGG (Visual Geometry Group) model
to detect the drivers anger and recognized the continuous image by
sliding the window. Both frontal and non-frontal facial expressions

have been explored in literature, however, their precision falls short
when compared to contemporary methods. Geesung [22] used a
variety of CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks) models to test the
driver’s facial expression and acquired the driver’s skin electric
signal to judge the driver’s emotion synthetically. The DRER
model proposed in the literature has an accuracy of 88.6%, but it
only identifies emotional states for a short period. However,
emotions are continuous, and the model requires improvement
to identify emotional states in real-time. H. Varun Chand [16]
presented a multi-layer drowsiness detection system based on CNN
and emotion analysis, which achieved an accuracy rate of 93%. The
spatial transformer network [23] adjusts the image by learning
spatial transformations and applying them to the original image.
This approach significantly reduces the interference of
environmental factors in the extraction of emotional features.
However, real-time monitoring of the driver’s mood has not yet
been attained. In this work, benefiting from attention convolutional
neural networks, we obtain higher recognition accuracy while
maintaining recognition speed.

3 Methods

3.1 Preprocessing

The preprocessing stage mainly includes face detection and
segmentation. When the camera captures an image of the driver,
the first step is to extract the facial information in the image. In this
paper, we use OpenCV (Open-Source Computer Vision Library) to
detect face Haar features [24] by loading the pre-trained classifiers. The
advantage of this method is that the recognition speed is fast, it can be
used for real-time detection, and it has a high recognition rate. At the
same time, themodel is small and can be run on an embedded platform,
which is more suitable for the scene of driver face detection.

3.2 The proposed framework

Figure 1 illustrates the structural framework of SVGG, a driver
emotion recognition model based on attention mechanisms. When
the driver’s face image information is acquired, the face image is first
input into the STN model for face alignment to reduce the
interference of environmental factors. Then the processed image
is inputted into the improved VGG network model for feature
extraction of the image in depth, in which the convolution adopts
the Ghost Module to reduce the parameters of the model and speed
up the inference speed of the network, and the activation function
adopts the Mish function to speed up the convergence speed of the
model. After obtaining the feature maps with complete feature
extraction, the channel attention model ECA-Net will redistribute
the weights of the feature maps in the channel, and finally the feature
maps of multiple channels will be passed through a fully connected
layer for emotion classification and recognition.

3.2.1 Spatial Transformer Networks
Spatial Transformer Networks (STNs) [23] is a neural network

model as well as a spatial attention mechanism. Among the ways of
spatial transformations are translation, rotation or scaling. The
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advantage of the spatial transformation network is that the network
can autonomously learn certain key changes in the natural image
without human labeling, and thus adjust the image so that the

network focuses on these changes. Theoretically, the spatial
transform network can be added to any layer of the
convolutional neural network, but in practice, most researchers
add the network to the convolutional neural network before
preprocessing the original image, and then input the image to
the convolutional layer for feature extraction, so as to ensure the
integrity of the original input data. The spatial transform network
only adjusts the pixel positions of the original image, and does not
adjust the size of the original image, i.e., the input and output images
of the spatial transform network have the same size.

The spatial transformation network model was introduced in
2015, which contains three models: Localization net, Grid generator,
and Sampler. The model structure diagram is shown in Figure 2.
When we get the driver’s face image after preprocessing, the image

FIGURE 1
Framework of the model.

FIGURE 2
Spatial transform network. Reprinted with permission from “Driver’s Facial Expression Recognition in Real-Time for Safe Driving” by Mira Jeong,
ByoungChul Ko. The license for this content can be found at https://cvpr.kmu.ac.kr/KMU-FED.htm.

TABLE 1 Comparison of model parameter sizes.

Model No. of parameters (in million)

VGG19 20.1

MobileNet 3.2

LiveEmoNet [30] 1.3

CNN [31] 1.3

SVGG 10
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will go through the spatial transformation network to extract the key
regions of the face. First through the Localization net to generate
affine transformation Aθ . The Grid generator used affine
transformation Aθ to create a sampling grid. At last, the drivers
face image and the sampling grid are taken as inputs to the Sampler.
And we can finally get the most relevant parts of a face image
from Sampler.

Localization net is a small convolutional neural network used to
generate affine transformation parameters. The input image shape is
48*48*1 and the output is Aθ , the affine transformation Aθ has
6 parameters, as Eq. 1. These parameters are constantly optimized
during the training process to identify the most relevant face regions
in an image.

Aθ � θ11,θ12,θ13
θ21,θ22,θ23

[ ] (1)

Grid generator uses the affine transformation matrix Aθ to
create. Assume that pixel in the input image is (xs

i , y
s
i ), the pixel

in the output image is (xi
t, y

i
t), and the corresponding relationship

between an input image pixel and output image pixel is as shown in
Eq. 2. It can obtain the values of the output image pixel values by
taking the inverse.

xsi
ysi

( ) � Tθ Gi( ) � Aθ

xti
yti
1

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠ � θ11 θ12 θ13
θ21 θ22 θ23

[ ] xti
yti
1

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠ (2)

The sampler module is employed for the execution of spatial
transformations. It applies the previous sampling grid to the input

image, to produce the final image which is the most relevant parts of
a face image.

3.2.2 VGG network
The VGG network [23] is employed for recognizing emotions in

driver face images that are processed by the Spatial TransformNetwork.
The VGG19 [23] network contains five convolutional groups and
16 convolutional layers, each of which contains a large number of
redundant computations. For the special environment of driving, in
order to make the VGG network have a more efficient recognition
effect, this paper is influenced by the idea of “Cheap Operations” in
Ghost Net, and adopts the convolutional method of Ghost Module to
improve the convolutional layers in the VGG network. In an ordinary
convolution operation, assuming the input feature map

X ∈ Rh*w*c (3)
where h is the height of the input image, w is the width of the feature
map, and c is the number of channels of the feature map, and the
output feature map

Y ∈ Rh′*w′*n (4)
where, h′ and w′ are the height and width of the feature map,
respectively, and n is the number of channels of the feature map, and
the convolution kernel is, and k is the size of the kernel, and n is the
number of the kernels of the convolution, the computation of this
convolution operation can be expressed in Eq. 5:

F � h′*w′*n*c*k*k (5)
In convolutional operations, the number of n and c is high, so the

feature maps generated by ordinary convolution consume a high
amount of computation and have a large redundancy. Ghost Module,
on the other hand, utilizes the redundancy of convolutional
operations and uses simple convolutional and linear operations to
obtain the same feature maps as normal convolution, which is called
“Cheap Operations”. Specifically, Ghost Module first uses the regular
convolution to generate the eigenfeature map Y′, which contains m
feature maps, the number of m is less than n. The amount of
computation F1 needed after omitting the bias term in the
convolution operation can be expressed as Eq. 6:

F1h′*w′*m*c*k*k (6)
After that, the Ghost Module performs linear operations on the

obtained eigenfeature maps Y′ to generate phantom feature maps,
and the process can be expressed as Eq. 7:

FIGURE 3
Mish activation function.

TABLE 2 Comparison of experimental results on the KMU-FED dataset.

Model Accuracy (%) Recognition speed (ms/frame)

VGG19 94.3 140

SVGG 96.6 80

TABLE 3 Performance in KMU-FED by 5-fold cross-validation.

Model Accuracy (%)

SqueezeNet 89.7

Modified SqueezeNet 95.8

MobileNetV2 93.8

MobileNetV3 94.9

LMRF 95.1

SVGG 96.6
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yij � ∅i,j y
′
i( ),∀i � 1, 2, ...,m, j � 1, 2, ..., s (7)

Comparing the convolution formed by Ghost Module with
ordinary convolution, it can be seen that the computation of
Ghost Module is only 1/s of ordinary convolution, as shown in
Eq. 8. In this paper, s is fixed to 2, i.e., compared with the ordinary
convolution in the VGG network, the computation of the
convolution layer in the improved VGG will be reduced to 1/2.
The total number of parameters for SVGG is 10,067,914 compared
to the literature as shown in Table 1.

rs � n p h′ p w′ p c p k p k
n
s p h′ p w′ p c p k p k + s − 1( ) ns p h′ p w′ p d p d

≈ s (8)

The activation function in VGG networks is the ReLU function,
which is a simple and effective nonlinear activation function and has
been widely used in many neural network models. However, it has an
obvious drawback: the “dead neuron” problem. In the ReLU function,
when the value of the input is less than 0, the output value will always be
0, which means the neuron is “dead”. As the number of neurons
increases, the number of dead neurons will also increase, resulting in
some neurons cannot be effectively used in the backpropagation. Also,
this function does not solve the problem of vanishing gradients. This
problem can be solved by using the Mish activation function, whose
functional formula is shown in Eq. 9 and the graph is shown in Figure 3.

f x( ) � x* tanh ln 1 + ex( )( ) (9)

3.2.3 ECA-Net
ECA-Net [25] represents a lightweight and efficient channel

attention model proficient in capturing inter-channel feature map

information with the introduction of a minimal number of
parameters. Unlike the SENet (Squeeze-and-Excitation Networks)
structure, ECA-Net does not use the fully connected layer in SENet,
but chooses to use one-dimensional convolution to dynamically
adjust the size of the kernel, and establishes the relationship between
the feature channels and the size of the convolution kernel using an
approximate linear mapping to achieve the ability of focusing on
channel convolution information exchange while avoiding
dimensionality degradation.

4 Experiment

4.1 Datasets

The KMU-FED dataset [26] was selected as the primary dataset
to assess the proposed approach. In order to evaluate the
performance of the model more thoroughly, the FER-2013
dataset was also selected for testing (Figure 4).

KMU-FED dataset is a real-world driver’s facial image dataset
collected by the CVPR laboratory of Keimyung University, contains
1,106 emotional images about drivers, the picture pixel is
1,600*1,200. It is a dataset of driver emotions in real
environments captured by infrared cameras placed on the
steering wheel or dashboard and contains emotional pictures of
multiple drivers under different lighting conditions. It contains six
emotions: anger, surprise, happiness, fear, disgust, and sad.

The FER-2013 dataset [32], compiled by Google in 2013, comprises
35,887 grayscale images stored in a CSV file with dimensions of 48 ×
48 pixels. These images are categorized into seven emotions: anger,
disgust, fear, happiness, neutral, sadness, and surprise. Despite being

FIGURE 4
The four expression images contained in the KMU-FED dataset. Reprinted with permission from “Driver’s Facial Expression Recognition in Real-Time
for Safe Driving” by Mira Jeong, ByoungChul Ko. The license for this content can be found at https://cvpr.kmu.ac.kr/KMU-FED.htm.

FIGURE 5
The five expression images contained in the FER-2013 dataset. Reprinted with permission from “Challenges in Representation Learning: Facial
Expression Recognition Challenge” by Dumitru, Ian Goodfellow, Will Cukierski, Yoshua Bengio. https://kaggle.com/competitions/challenges-in-
representation-learning-facial-expression-recognition-challenge.
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originally designed for general in-the-wild conditions and including
animated characters displaying diverse emotions, this dataset is not
explicitly tailored for driver-centric scenarios (Figure 5).

For our analysis, we specifically focus on four emotions,
resulting in a subset of 26,217 images. This subset includes
4,953 images depicting anger, 8,989 images displaying happiness,
5,121 images conveying fear, and 6,077 images depicting sadness.
Notably, since all images in this dataset represent facial expressions,
no additional image preprocessing steps were applied.

4.2 Training procedures and
evaluation criteria

Prior to discussing model performance, we will provide a brief
overview of the training procedures and evaluation criteria used in
this study. Training epochs of the model is set to 300, and an early
stopping strategy is used to avoid overfitting. When the validation
accuracy did not improve in 30 iterations, the training would
stop. The batch size is set to 128, and an Adam algorithm [27], a
useful optimizer, is set to optimize the model parameters. Adam
optimizers learning rate is set to 0.001.

In order to comprehensively validate the effectiveness of the
Ghost Net-SSD algorithm, it is necessary to comprehensively
evaluate both the average precision and the recognition speed of
the algorithm recognition. Among them, the average precision (AP)
is calculated by combining the recognition accuracy (Precision) and
the recall rate (Recall).

Recognition Precision is the probability that a face is correctly
detected among all detected samples, assuming that the number of
samples in which a face is detected is TP and the number of samples
in which a non-face is detected is FP, then the formula for the
Recognition Precision (Precision) can be expressed as Eq. 10.

Recall is the probability of correctly detected faces among all
faces that should be detected. Assuming that the number of
incorrectly detected non-face samples is FN, the formula for
recall (Recall) can be expressed as Eq. 11.

The P-R curve can be established with the recognition precision
rate as the vertical coordinate and the recall rate as the horizontal
coordinate, then the area of the curve combined with the axes is the
Average Precision (AP, Average Precision), which is calculated as
shown in Eq. 12.

Precision � TP
TP + FP

(10)

Recall � TP
TP + FN

(11)

AP � ∫1

0
P R( )dR (12)

The recognition speed is calculated by synthesizing the
recognition speed of multiple images by the model on the
experimental platform to determine whether the algorithm meets
the real-time requirements.

4.3 Results and analysis

4.3.1 KMU-FED dataset
In order to verify the effectiveness of emotion recognition in real

driving environments, the SVGG model and the VGG19 model are
compared and experimented on the KMU-FED dataset, and the
experimental results are shown in Table 2. As evidenced by the data
presented in Table 2, the SVGG model achieves a recognition
accuracy of 96.6% on the KMU-FED dataset, surpassing the
accuracy of the VGG19 model at 94.3%. This signifies an
improvement of 2.3% relative to the VGG19 model. Regarding
recognition speed, the SVGG model operates at 80 m/frame, while
the VGG19 model exhibits a recognition speed of 140 m/frame. This

TABLE 5 Comparison of results of different models.

Model Accuracy (%)

MobileNetV2 68.3

SqueezeNet 64.5

LiveEmoNet [30] 69.0

CNN(31) 65.0

SVGG 72.4

TABLE 4 Effect of different modules in the model on experimental results.

STN Convolution Activation ECA-
net

Accuracy
(%)

- - - - 70.4

√ - - - 72.0

√ √ - - 71.5

√ √ √ - 71.8

√ √ √ √ 72.4

FIGURE 6
Confusion matrix in KMU-FED.
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represents a significant improvement of 43% in comparison to the
VGG19 network model.

Table 3 demonstrates the results of comparing the recognition
accuracy of different methods on the KMU-FED dataset, from the
data in the table, it can be seen that the SVGG model is higher than
the classical network model in terms of recognition accuracy.
Specifically, compared to the Squeeze Net and
MobileNetV3 models, the recognition accuracy of the SVGG
model has improved by 6.9% and 1.7%. Meanwhile, comparing
the new network models proposed in recent years, such as LMRF
[28], Modified Squeeze Net [29], etc., the SVGG model also has a
more obvious advantage in terms of recognition accuracy, in which
the recognition accuracy of the SVGG model is improved by 1.5%
compared with the LMRF model, and compared with Modified
Squeeze Net. SVGG model has improved the recognition
accuracy by 0.8%.

Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix of the model in the case of
using the KMU-FED dataset. The horizontal axis of the confusion
matrix represents the predicted emotion categorization, the vertical
axis represents the true emotion categorization, and the diagonal of
the matrix represents the correct recognition rate of emotions. In the
figure, the model demonstrates precise recognition of anger,
happiness, and fear. Notably, only a minimal number of
instances portraying sad expressions are misclassified as fear.

4.3.2 FER-2013 dataset
The experiments conducted in the preceding subsection

confirmed the effectiveness of the SVGG model in real-world
driving scenarios. In this subsection, additional experiments will
be carried out on the FER-2013 dataset to assess the model’s
generalization capabilities First of all, this paper does is
experiments on the improvement effect of different modules on
the overall model. The experimental results are shown in Table 4.
Where, the mark "√" indicates that the module is used in the model,
and the mark "-" indicates that the module is not used in the model.

From the results of the experiment in Table 4, it can be seen that
the recognition accuracy of the original model is 70.4%, and the face

alignment implemented by the STN module has the most obvious
effect on the model recognition accuracy improvement, which can
improve the recognition accuracy by 1.6%. The improvement to the
convolution module will make the number of parameters of the
model decrease significantly and improve the recognition speed of
the model, but from the results of this experiment, the improvement
to the convolution module will make the model recognition
accuracy decrease slightly. The activation function module and
the ECA-Net module both have positive enhancement effects for
the model. The recognition accuracy of the SVGG model on the
FER-2013 dataset is 72.4%, which is an improvement of 2.0%
compared to the original model, which verifies the validity of the
model proposed in this paper.

To more thoroughly evaluate the efficacy of the proposed SVGG
model, it is essential to conduct comparative experiments with other
emotion recognition models. In this paper, experimental
comparisons are conducted on the FER-2013 dataset. The
experimental results are shown in Table 5.

From the results of the comparison experiments in Table 5, it can
be seen that in terms of recognition accuracy, the SVGG model has a
significantly higher recognition accuracy than some lightweight
network models. For example, compared with MobileNetV2, the
average accuracy of SVGG model is improved by 4.1%, and
compared with Squeeze Net, the average accuracy of SVGG model
is improved by 7.9%. Also, the recognition accuracy of SVGGmodel is
better than network models optimized for emotion recognition in
recent years, e.g., compared with LiveEmoNet, the recognition
accuracy of SVGG model is improved by 3.4%. Compared with
CNN, the recognition accuracy of SVGGmodel is improved by 7.4%.

Figure 7 shows the accuracy of the two models under the
confusion matrix model. Contrasting the anger that causes road
rage, it can be seen from the figure that our model’s recognition rate
of anger is 7% higher than that of the VGGmodel. At the same time,
it can be seen that the recognition rates of fear and sadness are not
high for both two models, and it is easy to misjudge these two
emotions. This is due to the relatively small amount of data for these
two emotions compared to the other emotions in the dataset.

FIGURE 7
Confusion matrix in FER-2013 used VGG left and our method right.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, an emotion recognition model SVGG based on the
attention mechanism is proposed. The SVGG model addresses
picture jitter in driving environments through a spatial
transformation network for facial alignment. To enhance
recognition speed, it employs the Ghost Module’s convolution
method and the Mish activation function for accelerated
convergence. Addressing low accuracy, the SVGG model utilizes
ECA-Net to redistribute output channel weights. The experimental
results demonstrate that our model achieves a 43% improvement in
processing speed, with a rate of 80 milliseconds per frame, compared
to the VGG model. Furthermore, it attains an accuracy of 96.6% on
the KMU-FED dataset and 72.4% on the FER-2013 dataset,
suggesting its high potential for practical applications.

This paper focuses on analyzing frontal or partially frontal face
images of drivers, emphasizing specific camera placement
requirements within the driving environment. Future research
aims to explore emotion recognition from the driver’s side face,
potentially overcoming camera placement limitations. Additionally,
we consider integrating the perception and interaction layers to
form a more holistic Cyber-Physical Social System, enhancing the
system’s overall functionality in driver-assistance technologies.
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